Selected Notes from the 2nd Fascia Research Congress,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, 2009
presented at the
Massage Therapy Research Foundation Conference
Seattle, WA on May 12, 2010
sponsored by
Thomas Myers, author of Anatomy Trains
(Lauren Christman, LMP, representative)

6.00 - 6.20 Introduction
6.20 - 7.00 Architecture of Connective Tissue as a Functional Substrate
7.00 - 7.20 break
7.20 - 7.50 In vivo Ultrasound Imaging of Fasciae
7.50 - 8.05 break
8.05 - 8.50 Fascia and Force Transmission
8.50 - 9.00 Closure

To order prospectus or DVDs of proceedings from the Fascia Research
Congresses (2007 & 2009), go to www.fasciacongress.org. The next
Fascia Research Congress is planned for Vancouver, BC in 2012.
For more information about Tom Myers’ publications or courses, go to
www.anatomytrains.com. To contact Lauren Christman, please email her
at lmchristman@comcast.net.
NB: all images from Fascia Research Congress prospectus and or DVD proceedings; www.fasciacongress.org

Architecture of Connective Tissue as a Functional Substrate
for Proprioception in the Locomotor System
presented by Jaap van der Wal, MD, University of Maastricht, The Netherlands

• Introduction: Importance of Gross Anatomy
– most of medical science is fascinated now only with the chemical and cellular level
– we need to return to gross anatomy because we made some mistakes in our understanding

• What’s in a Name?
– the process of naming is very important: it can clarify or confuse
– be careful to distinguish the characteristics of fasciae: look at its function, not just structure
!
– ‘fascia’ refers to enveloping layer that allows glide
!
– aponeurosis refers to a broad layer that is strongly attached and can transmit force
!
– dense or loose fascia describes arrangement
!
– deep or superficial describes location
!
– but please don’t assume all superficial is loose and all deep is dense!
– most of our ideas about structure were delineated by an anatomist’s scalpel; they are
!
constructs of the human mind, of theories – not of the human body

•!Fascial Architecture
– we look at anatomical architecture: how tissues are arranged to serve a particular function
– a key distinction: connecting (allowing force transmission) vs disconnecting (allowing glide)
!
– he acknowledges embryologist Erich Blechschmidt, The Ontogenetic Basis of Human
!
!
Anatomy, North Atlantic Books, 2004.
– our anatomy books are based on ideas of the body, “impossible pictures,” not what is actually
!
occurring in the body
!
– specimens are ‘cleaned’ to reveal muscles, tendons, ligaments, nerves, etc.
!
– what is cleaned away is the fascial architecture -- as if it had no role in function

•!His Exploration
–"used ‘tissue sparing’ dissection that followed the direction of connective tissue attachment,
!
rather than cutting away to find structures
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– classical anatomy presents a parallel arrangement:
!
– muscle/tendon crosses joint as an active component
!
– separate, deeper ligament as an passive component
– this new approach presents a series arrangement:
!
– muscle/tendon continuous with underlying fibers
!
– ‘ligaments’ do not exist as separate entities, but as a!
!
!
continuation of the active component
!
– this creates better movement & proprioception
!
– this new architecture is called a “dynament”

• The Dynament
– distal attachment is akin to classic model:
!
–"enveloping superificial layer allowing glide
!
– dense tendons, attachment into periosteum
– proximal attachment is different:
!
– aponeurosis firmly attached to muscle fascicles !
!
–"superficial tissue is contiguous with deep tissue !
!
– fiber directions converge, aiding force transmission

the classic model (above)
the dynament (below)

• Implications for Proprioception
– our brain thinks in actions, not in structures
– if our anatomy is organized functionally, we need to
!
reassess our understanding of proprioception
– his investigation showed mechanoreceptors are distributed
!
along the dynament’s angle of force (not within !
!
individual structures as in the classic model)
!
–"“muscle” spindles also present in tendon & ligaments
!
– free nerve endings permeate throughout
!
– GTOs distributed along line of force
– he proposes clearer categorization of mechanoreceptors to !
!
reflect their in-series architectural arrangement:
!
– muscle spindles, GTOs, FNEs and LCs in
!
!
muscle-tendon transition
!
– LCs and FNEs in transition to reticular tissues
!
–"only FNEs in transition to periosteum
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In vivo Ultrasound Imaging of Fasciae
presented by Yasuo Kawakami, PhD,
Weseda University, Japan

Kawakami’s team has been investigating length change in
the tendon and fascicle of the triceps surae muscle
(gastrocnemius and soleus) during isometric plantarflexion,
walking and short jumping (with counter preparatory
movement and fatigue testing). They have used ultrasound,
as well as other measures to determine their results.
The first excerpt shows their initial experiment during
isometric contraction. The fascicle length changes only to a
small degree; the tendon is accountable for most of the length
change. Hysteresis (a lagging of connective tissue rebound) is
also present, showing relative ‘stiffness’ in the tendon. By
comparing length changes during rest and exertion, they
were able to determine the amount of elasticity in the tendon
proper.
The second excerpt shows the fascicle/tendon length
changes during walking. Both experiments show how the
muscle fascicles maintain relative length, while the tendon
lengthens to a greater degree. This is particularly true for
high frequency, high load, and/or after fatigue.
The conclusion is that the muscle tissue’s role is to load the
tendon, which stretches and releases. It is this release which
propels movement across the joint, rather than the classical
model of muscles ‘powering’ movement via a passive
tendinous structure.
Part of what is exciting about their research is the use of
ultrasound, which allows us to study movement in the living
body with greater accuracy, and of computer imaging
technologies to create dynamic models of their research
results.
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Fascia and Force Transmission
presented by Peter Purslow, PhD, University of Guelph, Canada

• Review of Myofascial Layers
!
– epimysium: covering the whole muscle, as either envelope or aponeurosis
!
– perimysium: wrapping bundles of muscle fibers into fascicles
!
– enomysium: wrapping muscle fibers into channels

• Epimysium
– collagen fibers predominate, with a small portion of elastin
– fibers are arranged linearly, in two directions: 55° +/- to the
!
underlying muscle fiber direction

•!Endomysium
– using extraction techniques, the epimysial matrix is shown
!
under high power microscope
– fibrous, honeycomb-shaped network that transmits forces
!
between individual muscle fibers and along
!
longitudinal channels
– in humans many muscles have an overlapping series
!
organization; individual muscles cells are stacked,
!
tapering and overlapping each other (not running the
!
full distance between tendons)
– it is the endomysial network which transmits contractile
!
force (via shear effect), even though in itself it is loose
!
and flexible
– collagen fiber direction within this network appears varied,
!
but alters as the muscle changes shape:
!
– when muscle is shortened, the fibrous web aligns
!
!
circumferentially
!
– when muscle is lengthened, the web aligns with
!
!
muscle fiber direction
• Perimysium
– this layer is thicker and its organization varies a great deal,
!
depending on muscle shape
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• Junction between Structures
– epi- to perimysium: mechanically very competent; high
!
ability to transmit force
– myotendinous junction: interdigitates with tendon; also
!
very competent interface
– endo- to perimysium: easily separated between fascicles,
!
perimysium ‘follows’ with one fascicle or another,
!
allows glide between fascicles
– on a finer level: handlike branches every 12-15 sarcomeres,
!
with concentration of nucleii and mitochondria in the
!
adjacent muscle fiber; presume this is related to force
!
transfer

• Role of Muscle Fascia in Force Transmission
– muscle fibers arranged in series that transmit force, via
!
perimysial network
– although perimysial network is passive and loose, it can
!
transmit shear because of its relative thinness (much
!
longer than it is thick; it reaches the end of its
!
elasticity quickly therefore transmitting force)
– perimysium: not suited to be a passive force transmitter;
!
better suited to allow glide between fascicles

•!Current Research on Controlling Turnover and
Remodeling in Muscle Tissue
– turnover and remodeling are normal processes required for
!
function and healing
– mechanical signals initiate these active feedback loops
– exploring the role of hormones, mechanical stressors,
!
oxidative factors from diet/environment
– this complex process has particular ‘cell lines’ that are quite individual (even differs between
!
like-muscles in the same body)
!
– myoblasts respond (in turnover/remodeling) to stretching more than fibroblasts
!
– however, there are many more fibroblasts than myoblasts in a given muscle
!
– discovering how each kind of blastocyst is engaged can help us refine recovery
!
!
therapies to harness the most benefit of each type of cell
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